Obedience (9 Entries - 3 Qualifiers) - Judge: Evelyn VanUden

Novice A - 3 Entries; 0 Qualified
Open A - 1 Entry; No Qualified
Utility A - 1 Entry, No Qualifiers

* New Class-Beginner Novice A/B

1st Place- ZEN- NOZOMI'S CELESTIAL ZENITH NA, NAJ, RN/(Sarah Carson) Score- 195.5
2nd Place - JAMES- CAPE COD'S 007 AT NOZOMI RN, NA, OAJ, OF/(EUNICE & MARK GILES) - Score - 192.5
3rd Place - SHEENA - MACH2 SHEENA RN, OF/ (KAREN & DAN GROTH) - Score 192

HIGH IN TRIAL = ZEN-NOZOMI'S CELESTIAL ZENITH NA, NAJ, RN/ (SARAH CARSON) Score of 195.5

Rally - (16 Entries- ALL 16 Qualified!) - Judge: Evelyn VanUden

Novice A - 2 Entries; 2 Qualified
1st = KOSHOU/ KOSHOU FRIEND OF KURGAN OA NAJ / (MARY ENGSTROM)
2nd = CHIN/ HI-JINX DESIGNED IN BLACK NAP OJP RN (MARY ENGSTROM)

Novice B - 3 Entries; 3 Qualified
1st =SAPHIRA/ NJI'S QUEEN OF THE DRAGONS/ (MOLLY SUMNER)
2nd = YUENGLING/ CH NOZOMI'S YUENGLING KOODORI NA, NAJ/ (KAREN & DAN GROTH)
3rd = BOTA/ NOZOMI'S LITTLE KUBOTA NA, NAJ, RN/ (SARAH CARSON)

Advanced A - 4 Entries; 4 Qualified
1st = KAZMO/ KAZMO THE KAMIKAZE RN, NA, NAJ, NAP, NJP, NF/ (KRIS VAN STELL)
2nd = MASHI/ INNISFREE MASHIGURA OF KIHAKU,- (MOLLY SUMNER)
3rd = ZEN/ NOZOMI'S CELESTIAL ZENITH NA,NAJ,RN/ (SARAH CARSON)
4th = MOXIE/ NOZOMI'S CHRYSANTHEMUM OAJ, RN, AJP, NFP/ (EUNICE & MARK GILES)

Advanced B - 2 Entries; 2 Qualified
1st = MIKI/ MS MIKI MURASAKI MIDNIGHT SUN CD, RAE, NF, NAJ, NA, / (JOANNE & DENNIS TAKATA)
2nd = SAM/Samari CD RE (JOANNE & DENNIS TAKATA)

Excellent A - 2 Entry; 2 Qualifiers
1st = JAMES/ CAPE COD'S 007 AT NOZOMI RN, NA, OAJ, OF-(EUNICE & MARK GILES)
2nd = WESTLEY/ NOZOMI'S DREAD PIRATE ROBERTS MX, MXJ, XF, RA/ (MARK & EUNICE GILES)

Excellent B - 3 Entries; 3 Qualified
1st = SAM/Samari CD RE (JOANNE & DENNIS TAKATA)
2nd = YUKI/ YUKI KITSUME CDX, AX, AXJ, RAE- (JOANNE & DENNIS TAKATA)
3rd = MIKI/MS MIKI MURASAKI MIDNIGHT SUN CD, RAE, NF, NAJ, NA- (JOANNE & DENNIS TAKATA)

HIGH IN TRIAL = KOSHOU/ Koshou Friend of Kurgan OA NAJ / (MARY ENGSTROM) PERFECT SCORE OF 100

Agility (Standard) - 19 Entries - 2 ABSENT - 4 QUALIFIERS- Judge Robert Kripaitis

Novice A/B/P - 5 Entries; No Qualifiers
Open - 7 Entry; 1 Qualifiers
1st (12") = ZEN/ Nozomi's Celestial Zenith NA,NAJ,RN/ (SARAH CARSON)

Excellent A/B - 7 Entries; 3 Qualifiers
1st (12") = BUTTERCUP/ CH Nozomi's Princess Buttercup MX MXJ OF RN (MARK & EUNICE GILES)
2nd (12") = MEKO/ Meko the Princess Pita MX MXJ NF (KRIS BELARDINELLI)
1st (16") = SHEENA- MACH2 Sheena RN, OF (KAREN & DAN GROTH)

HIGH IN TRIAL = SHEENA- MACH2 Sheena RN, OF (KAREN & DAN GROTH)
AGILITY (JUMPERS WITH WEAVES) - 19 Entries - 2 absent - 13 Qualified - Judge: Robert Kripaitis

Novice A/B/P - 3 Entries; 2 Qualifiers
1st (8” P) = BOTA/ Nozomi’s Little Kubota NA NAJ RN   (SARAH CARSON)
1st (12” B) = TWISTER/ Tasukaru Twist of Fate (NORMA HORNUNG)

Open - 4 Entries; 3 Qualifiers
1st (12”) = ZEN/ Nozomi’s Celestial Zenith RN NA NAJ   (SARAH CARSON)
2nd (12”P) = CHIN/ Hi-Jinx Designed in Black NAP OJP RN (MARY ENGSTROM)
1st (16") = MIKI/ MS Miki Murasaki Midnight Sun CD RA NA NAJ NF   (JOANNE & DENNIS TAKATA)

Excellent A/B/P -10 Entries; 8 Qualifiers
1st (8” BP) = MOXIE/ Nozomi’s Chrysanthemum OAJ RN OJP NFP  (EUNICE & MARK GILES)
1st (12” B) = WESTLEY/ Nozomi’s Dread Pirate Roberts MX MJ RA XF (MARK & EUNICE GILES)
2nd (12”) = BUTTERCUP/ CH Nozomi’s Princess Buttercup MX MJX OF RN  (MARK & EUNICE GILES)
3rd (12” B) = MEKO/ Meko the Princess Pita MX MXJ NF  (KRIS BELARDINELLII)
1st (12” BP) = KOSHOU/ Koshou Friend of Kurgan OA NAJ  (MARY ENGSTROM)
1st (16” A) = JAMES/ Cape Cod’s 007 at Nozomi RN OF NA OAJ   (EUNICE & MARK GILES)
1st (16” B) = YASHA/ Hi-Jinx Followyourpawprints RN AX AXJ  (CAROL KENDLE)
2nd (16” B) = SHEENA/ MACH2 Sheena OF RN  (KAREN & DAN GROTH)

HIGH IN TRIAL = JAMES/ Cape Cod’s 007 at Nozomi RN OF NA OAJ   (EUNICE & MARK GILES)

FAST AGILITY (FIFTEEN AND SEND) - 13 Entries - 5 Qualified- Judge: Robert Kripaitis

Novice A/B/P -5 Entries; 3 Qualified
1st (8” P) = BOTA/ Nozomi’s Little Kubota NA NAJ RN   (SARAH CARSON)
1st (12” B) = ZEN/ Nozomi’s Celestial Zenith RN NA NAJ   (SARAH CARSON)
1st (12” P) = CHIN/ Hi-Jinx Designed in Black NAP OJP RN  (MARY ENGSTROM)

Open 5 entries, No Qualifiers

Excellent A/B - 3 Entries; 2 Qualifier
1st (12” B) = WESTLEY/ Nozomi’s Dread Pirate Roberts MX MJ RA XF (MARK & EUNICE GILES)
1st (16” A) = SHEENA/ MACH2 Sheena OF RN  (KAREN & DAN GROTH)

HIGH IN TRIAL = ZEN/ Nozomi’s Celestial Zenith RN NA NAJ   (SARAH CARSON)

9 New Titles Earned

RN - KOSHOU/ KOSHOU FRIEND OF KURGAN OA NAJ  (MARY ENGSTROM)
RN, OJP - CHIN/ HI-JINX DESIGNED IN BLACK NAP OJP RN (MARY ENGSTROM)
RA - KAZMO/ KAZMO THE KAMIKAZE RN, NA, NAJ, NAP, NJP, NF/ (KRIS VAN STELL)
RA - MASHI/ INNISFREE MASHIGURA OF KIHA-KU, - (MOLLY SUMNER)
RN SAPHIRA/ NJI’S QUEEN OF THE DRAGONS/ (MOLLY SUMNER)
NF, OA - ZEN/ NOZOMI’S CELESTIAL ZENITH NA,NAJ,RN/ (SARAH CARSON)
NJP - BOTA/ NOZOMI’S LITTLE KUBOTA NA RN   (SARAH CARSON)

Oldest Shiba to Qualify
Obedience - SHEENA/ MACH2 SHEENA OF RN  (KAREN & DAN GROTH)
Rally - SAM/ SAMARICD, RAE/ (JOANNE & DENNIS TAKATA)
Agility FAST- CHIN/ HI-JINX DESIGNED IN BLACK NAP OJP RN (MARY ENGSTROM)
Agility Standard - BUTTERCUP/ CH NOZOMI’S PRINCESS BUTTERCUP MX MXJ OF RN  (MARK & EUNICE GILES)
Agility Jumpers w/ Weaves - BUTTERCUP/ CH NOZOMI’S PRINCESS BUTTERCUP MX MXJ OF RN  (MARK & EUNICE GILES)

Youngest Shiba Qualify
Obedience - ZEN/ NOZOMI’S CELESTIAL ZENITH NA,NAJ,RN/ (SARAH CARSON)
Rally - YUENGLING/ CH NOZOMI’S YUENGLING KOODORI NA, NAJ/ (KAREN & DAN GROTH)
Agility FAST - ZEN/ NOZOMI’S CELESTIAL ZENITH NA,NAJ,RN/ (SARAH CARSON)
Agility Standard - ZEN/ NOZOMI’S CELESTIAL ZENITH NA,NAJ,RN/ (SARAH CARSON)
Agility Jumpers w/ Weaves - ZEN/ NOZOMI’S CELESTIAL ZENITH NA,NAJ,RN/ (SARAH CARSON)
SATURDAY & SUNDAY All Breed Agility Trials - September 25, 26 2010
Judge Robert Kripaitis
Shibas earned 12 more Qualifying Legs

**Saturday = JWW**
Ex B P (8") 1ST PLACE - MOXIE/ Nozomi's Chrysanthemum OAJ RN OJP NFP  (EUNICE & MARK GILES)
Ex B (12") 1ST PLACE - WESTLEY/ Nozomi's Dread Pirate Roberts MX MJ RA XF (MARK & EUNICE GILES)
EX B (12") QUALIFY - BUTTERCUP/ CH Nozomi's Princess Buttercup MX MXJ OF RN  (MARK & EUNICE GILES)
Ex B (16") - QUALIFY - YASHA/ Hi-Jinx FollowNyourpawprints RN AX AXJ  (CAROL KENDLE)
EX B (16") - QUALIFY - SHEENA/ MACH2 Sheena OF RN  (KAREN & DAN GROTH)

**SATURDAY = STANDARD**
Ex B (16") - QUALIFY - SHEENA/ MACH2 Sheena OF RN  (KAREN & DAN GROTH)

**SUNDAY = JWW**
Ex B (12") 1ST PLACE - WESTLEY/ Nozomi's Dread Pirate Roberts MX MJ RA XF  (MARK & EUNICE GILES)
EX B (16") - 4TH PLACE - SHEENA/ MACH2 Sheena OF RN  (KAREN & DAN GROTH)

**SUNDAY = STANDARD**
Nov P (8") 1ST PLACE - MOXIE/ Nozomi's Chrysanthemum OAJ RN OJP NFP  (EUNICE & MARK GILES)
EX B (12") QUALIFY - BUTTERCUP/ CH Nozomi's Princess Buttercup MX MXJ OF RN  (MARK & EUNICE GILES)
EX B (16") - 2ND PLACE - SHEENA/ MACH2 Sheena OF RN  (KAREN & DAN GROTH)
EX B (16") - QUALIFY- YASHA/ Hi-Jinx FollowNyourpawprints RN AX AXJ  (CAROL KENDLE)

Congratulations to all the Shiba's and their handlers! They all did an outstanding job of showing what our beautiful breed is capable of in the performance ring!

It was a pleasure to see our old friends and meet some new friends from our cheering section "The Shibaholics."

Finally, I want to thank you all for your hard work in putting on this wonderful weekend highlighting our own National Treasures! I am impressed with all the hard work that was put into this event, it is amazing. From the planning stages, to the awards committee, set up crew and finally to the hard physical demands of the ring crews for three days of wrestling equipment. This truly is a Team Shiba effort of love. I applaud you all. I hope to see you all again in 2011!

**KOODORI EVERYONE!**

Karen Groth
2010 NSCA Obedience, Rally and Agility Trial Chairman